
Revoke all discriminatory government orders:

StandWithKashmir is a Kashmiri diaspora grassroots advocacy group committed

to standing in solidarity with the people of Jammu and Kashmir in their struggle

to end the Indian occupation and to exercise their right to self-determination. 

With India ranking second after the United States at 29.1 million confirmed cases

of coronavirus and 353,528 deaths as of 10 June 2021, StandWithKashmir and the

undersigned organizations are deeply concerned about the rise in Covid-19 cases

in Kashmir as a result of Indian state negligence and discrimination. 

Decades of conflict and occupation have stunted the healthcare infrastructure in

Jammu & Kashmir. There are an estimated 600 ventilators for a population of over

13 million and one doctor for every 3866 people. With its already limited staff and

services, Kashmir’s fragile healthcare system has been pushed to the brink. Even

in the midst of a pandemic, the Indian government continues to seize and restrict

public access to life-saving resources through discriminatory government orders

and inequitable distribution of medical aid

We and the undersigned urge you as well as the broader international

community, international governments, international medical and humanitarian

organizations, as well as human rights groups and activists, to demand that the

Indian government immediately:

1.

To Whom It May Concern,  
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On May 6th, the Indian state ordered oxygen manufacturers in Kashmir to supply

only ‘designated hospitals’, thereby cutting out private hospitals and local non-

profits that have in the wake of the government’s negligence played an 

https://www.firstpost.com/india/covid-19-shortage-of-oxygen-ventilators-poor-testing-mar-pandemic-management-in-kashmir-9568751.html
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/global-health/science-and-disease/conflict-coronavirus-health-experts-fear-jammu-kashmir-could/
https://www.aa.com.tr/en/asia-pacific/procuring-oxygen-made-difficult-for-kashmir-charities/2231961
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 instrumental role in providing life-saving oxygen to Kashmiris recovering from

COVID-19 at home. 

With only two oxygen manufacturing units in Kashmir, it’s critical that these units

remain accessible to all hospitals and NGOs.

2. Immediately address the uneven aid distribution in Kashmir:

Although 62% of total cases within Jammu & Kashmir were reported in the Valley

of Kashmir, the Indian Government’s distribution of vaccines has been extremely

skewed. Jammu received approximately 1.5 M vaccines whereas Muslim-majority

Kashmir, a region with a larger population than that of Jammu, received around

1.4 M vaccines. Kashmir’s hospitals have reported a deficit of vaccines leaving

patients waiting for days for their second dose. Furthermore, a large percentage

of the doses sent to Kashmir was directed to Indian paramilitary forces while a

small fraction was made available to the public. 

3. Cancel annual pilgrimage and stop all incoming traffic into the region:

Despite the mass deaths in India, the Indian government has yet to cancel the

Amarnath Pilgrimage. It plans to ferry over 600,000 people from all over India

into the state using over 30,000 administrative and military personnel. 

Even today, the regime allows air and road traffic from India to Jammu & Kashmir

without adequate testing and quarantine measures. If the course does not

change, we are certainly facing an uncontrollable, apocalyptic spread of COVID-

19 that would devastate an already traumatized region. 

4. Release all Kashmiri detainees and prisoners:

Thousands of Kashmiris continue to languish in prisons across the region and

India. Most have been arrested without charge and without prospect of trial 

https://covidkashmir.org/
https://covidkashmir.org/
https://thewire.in/health/covid-19-vaccine-shortage-kashmir-zero-doses-jammu
https://thewire.in/health/covid-19-vaccine-shortage-kashmir-zero-doses-jammu
https://freepresskashmir.news/2021/05/21/short-of-shots-kashmiris-returning-disappointed-from-vaccine-centres/
https://www.dw.com/en/covid-india-to-allow-amarnath-pilgrimage-despite-surge-in-cases/a-57341771
https://thekashmirhorizon.com/2021/04/27/110-non-local-laborers-of-private-company-active-in-ladakh-test-positive-in-qazigund-on-last-sunday/
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Sincerely,

We hope you will give this your immediate attention. We are happy to serve as a

resource should you wish for more information or an introduction to a number of

experts on Kashmir. 

 under draconian laws like the ‘Public Safety Act’ (PSA) and Unlawful Activities

Prevention Act (UAPA). They are effectively facing a death sentence in

overcrowded, unhygienic, and poorly ventilated prisons. 

StandWithKashmir

Association of British Kashmiris

Canadians for Peace & Justice in Kashmir

Critical Kashmir Studies Collective

Just Peace Advocates

Justice For Kashmir

Justice Foundation: KIIA

Kashmir Foundation of America

Kashmir Gulposh

Kashmir Law & Justice Project

Legal forum for Kashmir

Pe'nd Online

World Kashmir Awareness Forum

World Kashmir Freedom Movement 


